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Mill workers pose outside along 
North Water Street.

The silos being 
constructed circa 1938.

A view looking down North Water Street showing the 
Opera House and the mill circa 1932.

The Mill between 
1903 and 1905.
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with the Kent facade documentation 
program at Main Street Kent. Learn 
more at kentohiohistory.org and 

mainstreetkent.org.
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HISTORY
The Railway Speed Recorder Company operated out 
of their factory on North Water Street close to thirty 
years. The company established itself in 1876 when 
James B. Miller perfected the Wythe railway speed 
recorder. The recorder would track the speed of the 
train and how long the train waited at a station; as 
the railroading continued, the speed recorder became 
obsolete after the introduction of the railway block 
system. The Railway Speed Recorder Company 
closed in 1904, but as soon as it was closed, the Kent 
Manufacturing Company operated out of the building.

In 1917 the Davey Tree Expert Company occupied the 
building and later the Davey Compressor Company 
would produce revolutionary compressors. The Davey 
Company would remain in the building until the 1970s 
or 1980s. The Davey Company built an addition to the 
building in the late 1920s to expand production space. 

FUN FACT
At one time the employees of the Railway Speed 
Recorder Company built a swinging bridge over the 
Cuyahoga River so workers would not have to walk 
north to the Crain Avenue Bridge or south to the Main 
Street Bridge. 

It is estimated that between 1876 and 1936 there 
were many products invented on North Water Street, 
leading to the creation of 30–50 patents.

The current occupiers of the Railway Speed Recorder 
Company building are Standing Rock Cultural Arts, 
Jacobson Woodworks, Copy Print, Opti-Fitness, and 
FJ Kluth Art Gallery.

All photos provided by Kent Historical Society, unless stated 

otherwise. Information gathered from The History of Kent 

Historical and Biographical. By Karl H. Grismer. Revised Edition 

The Kent Historical Society, Kent, Ohio 2001.



WILLIAMS BROTHERS MILL
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Above—Williams Brothers Mill circa 1880s. 

Above—Mill workers pose outside along North Water Street. The Mill circa 1890s, this view shows the additional wing that was added 1882. This wing was almost as large as the 
original building and increased the capacity of the mill, the mill could produce 200 barrels a day. The mill would go 
through multiple improvements to increase capacity the next improvement would be in 1900.

HISTORY
The Williams Brothers Mill was established in 1879 
but did not begin production until 1881. The Williams 
Brothers Mill was found by two brothers: Scott and 
Charles Williams. The brothers completely financed 
the operation on their own. The mill has seen many 
renovations and improvement.

The last major addition to the mill were the silos 
(added in 1938) that have been iconic to the Kent 
skyline ever since. In its earlier days, the mill focused 
on producing cake and pastry flours. Some of the 
flour produced at the mill were “Perfection,” “Victor,” 
“Perfection Cake,” “Celestial Cake,” and “Kent Special 
Cake.” The Williams Brothers Mill received most of the 
grain that was used by local Portage County farmers. It 
was not uncommon in the winter months to see heavily 
loaded wagons in front of the mill waiting to unload 
the grain.

POTENTIAL REDEVELOPMENT
With Star of the West Milling company ceasing 
operations at the mill, the mill is open to 
redevelopment. The building is suited for adaptive 
reuse; some portions of the mill may prove more 
challenging, but the building as a whole has potential. 
The mill has had a few redevelopment options 
proposed since milling operations ended.

All photos provided by Kent Historical Society, unless stated 

otherwise. Information gathered from The History of Kent 

Historical and Biographical. By Karl H. Grismer. Revised Edition 

The Kent Historical Society, Kent, Ohio 2001.



JOHN BROWN BUILDING
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Above—The John Brown Building circa 1900s as a furniture store. The John Brown building in the 2000s completely unrecognizable from what the 
building looked like thirty years prior, much less the original state of the building.

Above—The John Brown building in the 1960s, the building still retained the original features from the 1880s. The John 
Brown building was the place to go for music in the buildings later years with many local bands playing for crowds.

HISTORY
A fact about Kent that some may not know is that 
the famous abolitionist John Brown was a resident of 
Kent for a few years. John Brown built this building on 
Summit Street that was to be a hotel and storeroom 
and was probably built in the 1830s during the canal 
era. Marvin Kent moved the building to its location 
on North Water Street in 1882. Two years later, the 
warehouse was fitted with a roller rink (the first for 
Kent) that opened in March 1884. 

During the 1900s, the building was a furniture store 
called Lee’s Auction Furniture. By the 1960s, Lee’s 
had been replaced by a bar called JB’s. JB’s opened its 
doors in 1966 and was the music scene of the city for 
many years. Bands played on the first floor or in the 
basement. Currently the Brewhouse is located on the 
main floor along with JB’s. The building has changed 
some, but the atmosphere remains similar to what it 
was like when JB’s first opened. 

CHANGES
The appearance of the John Brown Building has gone 
through major changes. The changes seem to have 
happened in the 1970s / 1980s – this would have been 
when the building lost the pitched roof and attic space. 
The material of the building has also been altered from 
the original; originally a wooden building, it is now a 
masonry building.

All photos provided by Kent Historical Society, unless stated 

otherwise. Information gathered from The History of Kent 

Historical and Biographical. By Karl H. Grismer. Revised Edition 

The Kent Historical Society, Kent, Ohio 2001.



217 N. WATER SALOON
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Above—217 North Water Street circa 1920s, next to the Opera House.

HISTORY
This building, now a law office, first appears on 
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps in 1893 behind the newly 
built Kent Opera House that once stood on the corner 
of North Water and Columbus Streets. It served as a 
saloon into the early 20th century, although it is not 
known who operated it. By 1911 it was abandoned 
and vacant. On the 1919 Sanborn maps it appears as 
a restaurant, and by 1929 it was serving as a store, 
possibly a grocer. It eventually became a lodge hall and 
is best remembered by longtime Kent residents as the 
Fraternal Order of Eagles hall. 

The first floor originally had a large commercial 
storefront. Its construction suggests a hearkening 
back to the Richardsonian Romanesque revival in 
the 19th century with its large, heavy stone arched 
windows on the second floor and the corbeling along 
the roof line. This style of architecture draws its 
inspiration from the 11th and 12th centuries of the 
Middle Ages, and the iron balcony on the second floor 
suggests inspiration from the Italian Romanesque 
style. It is a unique surviving example of the beautiful 
brickwork that drew from earlier historic styles that 
was so popular at the time of its construction. It now 
serves as a law office on the first floor and a residential 
apartment on the second floor. 

Sanborn map research and writing by Sally Burnell. All photos 

provided by Kent Historical Society, unless stated otherwise. 

Information gathered from The History of Kent Historical and 

Biographical. By Karl H. Grismer. Revised Edition The Kent 

Historical Society, Kent, Ohio 2001.



KENT WELLS SHERMAN HOUSE
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Above—Moving the Wells Sherman House.

HISTORY
The Kent Wells Sherman House was originally 
constructed in 1858 on the northeast corner of South 
Water and East Erie Streets on land belonging to 
Marvin and Henry Kent. It was built for their sister 
Frances and her husband George Wells, the business 
partner of Zenas Kent – father to Frances, Henry 
and Marvin. At the time of its construction, it was 
considered to be the finest house in then-Franklin 
Mills, the former name of what we now know as Kent. 
It had a rear section that was removed when the 
house was moved in 1924 to the Zenas Kent’s Heirs 
allotment – the eastern section of Erie Street closer to 
South Willow Street. The Wells family moved out of 
the house in 1863 when the Wells & Kent Glassworks 
business failed, and they moved to Brownsville, PA. 
The house was then sold to a series of owners until 
1868, when Civil War veteran Dr. Aaron Morgan 
Sherman purchased the house. He was its longest 
owner, living and working in the house until his 
retirement to Pasadena, CA in 1903. Dr. Sherman used 
the house as his doctor office as well as his residence 
while he owned the house. 

In 2012, the house was threatened with demolition 
for the new Lester Lefton Esplanade. A group of 
preservation-minded citizens recognized that this 
house’s style suggested a construction date of 
somewhere between 1840 and 1860. They went to 
work researching its provenance and found out that 
this house had a direct connection to Kent’s namesake 
family. Much hard work ensued struggling to save, 
move, and restore this historic structure, ultimately 
meeting success after many long battles. The house 
was first moved to the corner of East College and 
South Depeyster Streets while litigation over the land 
purchased for relocation of the house moved its way 
through the courts. Once that hurdle was cleared, the 
house made its second and final move to this site on 
September 21, 2013. Restoration began in earnest a few 
months later, and completion was achieved in 2015. The 
house enjoyed its grand opening at the Kent Heritage 
Festival that summer. The main floor is used for public 
space for rent, the top floor serves as attorney’s offices, 
and the basement is a wedding video business. More 
restoration work is anticipated and efforts are ongoing 
to raise funds for replacement windows and work on 
the exterior of the house. 

Writing by Sally Burnell. Images provided by Jason Prufer.



223 N. WATER BLACKSMITH SHOP
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Above—223 North Water circa 1963.

HISTORY
Many people have wondered over the years what this 
building might originally have been. Rumors have 
abounded from it being a blacksmith shop to a carriage 
house serving the now demolished Opera House 
that once stood on the corner of North Water and 
Columbus Streets. Its unique wood frame structure 
on a busy downtown thoroughfare has always elicited 
curiosity among passersby. We chose to highlight this 
structure for this Better Block event for its uniqueness 
in construction and its obvious historic provenance. 
It took a bit of digging and research to ascertain the 
original purpose this building had and when it might 
possibly have been constructed. 

This structure first appears on Sanborn Fire Insurance 
maps in 1893 as a blacksmith shop operated by Oscar 
Foote, who came to Kent sometime before 1880. He 
had previously worked as a blacksmith in Streetsboro 
where he is listed in the 1860 and 1870 census records 
working in that profession. Foote was born on March 
4, 1841 and is listed as a resident of Aurora, OH in 
the 1850 census records. The Kent Opera House was 
constructed nearby on the corner of Columbus and 
North Water Streets in 1893, and east of it was the 
Levi Reed Livery Stable on Columbus Street. The 
blacksmith shop served the livery stable and patrons 
of the Opera House who came by horse and carriage 
to attend shows there. By the 1930s and 40s, this 
structure served as an automobile repair facility, 
eventually falling into a state of disrepair. It was 
purchased some years ago by Steven Balazs, a lifelong 
local resident and historic preservation advocate, who 
lovingly restored it. It now serves as “The One Center” 
and residential apartments on the upper floors. 

Writing by Sally Burnell. Image provided Tim Wunderle.



257 N. WATER STREET
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1885 1920 1950 1980 1990 2010 2019

Site of grocery store 
that burned down 
prior to 1885

Mantus 
club

Pandolti barber 
shop

Back section of 257 
N. Water built

Standing Rock Arts 
Center opens

NOLT waiting 
room until 1940 
when trolley service 
ceased

Front section of 257 
N. Water built

Dan's shoe 
repair

Turnup 
Records

Dan’s shoe 
repair, barber 
shop close

Baggage and cargo 
storage for railroad

Bakery in back 
section

Vinyl 
Underground

North 
Water 
Brewing 
Opens

Standing Rock 
Arts Center 
moves across the 
street—257 vacant

Vinyl Underground 
moves out

First of several 
barber shops

BUILDING ARCHITECTURE
Time has not treated 257 North Water Street kindly. 
The cement block structure has bent to 130 years of 
wind, rain, freezing temperatures, and relentless sun. 
Throw in the buildings 19th century experimental 
building technology and human neglect, and 257 enters 
a realm of being disposable. Everything in the built 
environment carriers a complex story—technology, 
society, economy, nature, politics, personalities 
of investors—that shaped its birth. The advent of 
Portland cement in 1872 ushered in an era of simplified 
construction. Concrete block were made available to 
the masses in a host of ornamental effects that only the 
wealthy could previously have afforded.  

257 North Water is a prime example of mass produced 
block with stone faced ornamentation that was popular 
around 1900. While the building may look tired, its 
story is part of the American experience. Historians 
describe these ornamental forms as reflective of 
modernism, democracy, and progress – some of the 
most deeply held values of the period. 

Efforts to redevelop 257 North Water are meant 
to honor Kent’s industrial heritage and bring new 
economic vitality to the community.

Images, writing, and timeline provided by Don Schjeldahl.



NORTH WATER MUSIC SCENE
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Hammer Damage playing at JB’s Down on North Water Street, circa 1981.

Tommy Teardrop and the Casualettes shown on West Main circa 
1968/1969. From left to right Al Diamondstein, Katie Ware, Larry 
Lamovsky, Terry Ross, Gerry Simon and  Johnathon Gildersleve.

DEVO performing live at JB's (Down) on North 
Water Street in 1977.

Bo Diddley and Michael Stacey from the Numbers Band 
at JB's (Down) in Kent, 1980.

Kent Kove advertisement 
from 1975.

DEVO music video filmed at JB's (Up) in 1976. (Watch at http://youtu.be/i1ndN_NXf3o)

Henry Rollins performing with Black Flag at JB’s Down 
in Kent on Saturday, October 13, 1984

Emmylou Harris and The Hot Band performing with Steve Downey (shown far right) at The Water Street Saloon on 
July 9, 1975. Photo by Richard Underwood.. Photo by Richard Underwood. Image from http://drrockandroll.blogspot.
com/2017/01/country-queen-emmylou-harris-and-her.html

HISTORY
Through the 1960s and into the 1990s the N. Water 
St. bar strip was one of the greatest underground 
entertainment districts in all of Ohio and arguably in 
all of the Midwest.  Thousands of musical acts that 
ranged from rock to punk to jazz to country to the 
blues played every single night on this now-long gone 
bar strip. On any given evening one could go and see 
live music from up and coming bands and musicians 
that included both Patrick Carney and Dan Auerbach 
(of The Black Keys), Joe Walsh, DEVO, The Waitresses, 
Glass Harp, The Raspberries, The Numbers Band and a 
rotating roster of visiting musical acts that included Bo 
Diddley, Alice Cooper, Emmylou Harris, The Red Hot 
Chili Peppers, Koko Taylor, Black Flag, Leon Russel 
and some of the greatest bluesmen of the 20th Century 
including Mississippi Fred McDowell, Son Seals, 
Johnny Shines, Luther Allison and Hound Dog Taylor.

Images and writing provided by Jason Prufer.


